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First planting day of the year! It's on. The first 500 plants planted with TAL Insurance staff
today. This year we're restoring a threatened sedge-rich Eucalyptus camphora swamp
community to this cleared floodplain site, supported by funding from the National Landcare
Programme 20 Million Trees Programme.

Thank you Treasury Wine Estates staff of Coldstream Hills and Gladysdale
Vineyards. A great group who spent the day assisting with both nursery
propagation and planting of over 500 habitat plants .

Thank you Wolters Kluwer staff, 500 plants in the ground
today at our swamp site

Rain was no deterrent for two planting crews today: Knoxbrooke and a Green Army team. Collectively 900 plants in!

Today we joined representatives from Yarra Ranges Council and Parks Victoria to support a great initiative by Yarra
Valley Water - revegetating Helmeted Honeyeater habitat at their Upper Yarra treatment plant. This property is
located on a section of the Yarra River with good habitat potential for Hehos so we're excited to see this initiative
develop in coming years

See more at https://www.facebook.com/Helmeted-Honeyeater-1408866722662521/
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Good News!

Good News!

Good News!

It is certainly a fine time to be a member of the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater.
The number of volunteers has increased in both the Nursery and in the Community
Education/Revegetation Programs. Thanks to Michelle our Nursery Manager and her assistant Shirley
Henderson and to James Frazer our Community Education/Revegetation Coordinator who provide a
welcoming environment and satisfying conservation tasks
Sue Tardif our Feeding Volunteer Coordinator has worked very hard to enlist many more volunteers to
assist in the Supplementary Feeding Program. It is so encouraging to see new faces in the Food
Preparation Area (actually the upgraded laundry) learning about the program. As a feeding volunteer I find
it is so encouraging to have new, enthusiastic people ready to assist.
What a wonderful result for the Helmeted Honeyeater and Leadbeaters Possum continued existence
happened in the Victorian State Government Budget announced recently! The sum of $400,000 has been
made available for land purchase. The Friends have a list of land purchase priorities. Now there will be a
chance to select from that list to add valuable habitat to the Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve.
Vivien Kelly
There is a tribute to Vivien in this Newsletter. Her poem Water Ribbons was beautifully sung at her funeral
at the Macclesfield Church. It expresses Vivien’s love for the beauty that she found in the natural
environment at Yellingbo.
Robert Anderson

AGM notification
The AGM will be held on the 22nd of October at the Depot Shed, starting at 12 noon.
It would be appreciated if you would bring a salad or dessert to share.
The guest speaker is Bram Mason,
CEO of the Bjarne K Dahl Trust.
The Trust focuses on eucalypts, an Australian icon and a significant
aspect of Australia’s natural environment and biodiversity. Bram comes
to the Trust with broad experiences in the natural environment field
from a very diverse work background. His previous appointment was
within the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning in the areas of
threatened species, wildlife and terrestrial biodiversity and most recently ,regional service
delivery.
We look forward to celebrating the past year’s achievements with you all.
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The warmer conditions experienced recently have been a bonus for us at the nursery and
apart from being very enjoyable to work in, our young plants have also been enjoying
the sunshine and warmth too, and have been putting on lots of new growth. In general
we usually get the occasional frost and lots of foggy mornings at this time of year.
Despite the lovely warm weather we have also experienced some very wild weather conditions. With the
severe winds experienced on two occasions we were forced to close the nursery, due to safety concerns
for the volunteers and staff. Luckily we did not suffer too much damage although our windbreak on the
nursery boundary is looking a little worse for wear after a large branch fell on to it. There was also some
damage to a table, some plants, crates and plant labels and there were lots of sticks, leaves and bark to
clear away on our return.
On the 21st of April eleven nursery volunteers and two staff
members took part in First aid information for the community
program held on site by St John Ambulance Australia. The main
emphasis was on CPR and using a defibrillator. It was a very
informative and I think everybody gained something from the
day.
The nursery crew have been very busy preparing and packing
plant orders and plants for James’s revegetation project in the
Reserve. There have been over 14,000 plants collected from the
nursery since the beginning of April.
It is a difficult and extremely busy time of the year as the
majority of the plant orders are collected in a very small time
frame between April and June. While we have been busy with
orders we have also continued to produce lots of new plants.
Maintenance of the nursery has been a little bit different this
year with the igloo shade covers being removed a little bit later
than usual due to the hot weather and lots more hand watering
of stock required.
Fortunately we have had lots of extra help this year with enthusiastic university students getting in lots of
work experience at the nursery and also helping out James. A group of Swinburne students from Wantirna
campus also joined us for a day to undertake some plant propagation exercises; we have had a couple of
corporate groups also working at the nursery including groups from Yarra Valley Wineries and Tal
Insurance. This week the Green Army have been lending a hand.

Sadly in March we lost one of our volunteers, Vivien Kelly
who in only a short time with us became a valued member
of the nursery crew and the Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater group, contributing wholeheartedly to our
cause. Our thoughts are with her family.

Images of Vivien & Water Ribbons kindly provided by Roslyn Ashby, Viv’s sister
Images of HeHos banner & Vivien in the Nursery: Michelle Faram
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Yellingbo Conservation Area was a glimpse of heaven, believed Vivien Kelly, an enthusiastic and much
loved member of the Hehos, who sadly passed away in March after a long illness. Viv lived in
Macclesfield for over 40 years.
Her funeral, which was held at the Macclesfield Community Church on 11 March and conducted by the
Revd Susanne Chambers, vicar of the Anglican parish of St Paul’s Canterbury, included the song Water
Ribbons written by Viv as a moving tribute to Yellingbo Patch.
Viv joined the Hehos about three years ago and quickly endeared herself to the volunteers who care for
the Yellingbo environment with her infectious enthusiasm for the birds and their habitat. Viv was a
secondary art and craft teacher by training, and created a beautiful hand stitched banner for the
celebrations for the 25th Anniversary.

As her physical abilities worsened during her illness, Viv turned her creative talents to poetry and music.
With the assistance of Cindy, Music Therapist at Eastern Palliative Care, Viv created the song Water
Ribbons and penned the words which evocatively describe what she thought of as a ‘thin place’ , the
name given by the Celts to places where there they believed that only a thin space separated heaven
and earth.
Viv is survived by her husband Jim, her 3 sons and their families, her wider family and many friends.
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YELLINGBO NATURE CONSERVATION RESERVE
2015/2016 breeding season
It was an extremely pleasing 2015/2016 breeding season for Helmeted Honeyeaters with 32 breeding pairs
and 68 fledglings confirmed. 177 individuals were known to be alive in April 2016; however, there is
believed to be currently close to 200 Helmeted Honeyeaters at Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. 55
of the 68 2015/2016 breeding season fledglings have been banded and DNA-sampled to date; also one
already banded adult has had a DNA sample taken from it recently.
Genetic management saw the return an adult male from one of the release sites in Yellingbo to the captive
colony at Healesville Sanctuary during February 2016. It is also hoped that an adult female taken back into
captivity in May this year because of permanent blindness in one eye can also be used as a breeding
individual. It is not known how the severe eye injury occurred and she is also being treated for liver
disease. Healesville Sanctuary Veterinarians have also needed to treat one Helmeted Honeyeater for a
partly detached claw and another for a minor lower leg injury.
Plans for this year’s release of captive-bred Helmeted Honeyeaters in Yellingbo are underway. The release
of probably 10 individuals bred at Healesville Sanctuary is likely to occur in September.
Revegetation programs continue and this includes planning for further large-scale plantings in the future in
Yellingbo. Pest animal control projects also are currently taking place in the reserve.
BUNYIP STATE PARK
In March 2016, two Helmeted Honeyeaters and three Yellow-tufted Honeyeaters (Gippsland subspecies)
were detected in an area of Bunyip State Park. The Helmeted Honeyeaters have comprised a breeding pair
in the past, but nesting by this pair during the 2015/2016 breeding season was not confirmed. It is planned
to band and DNA sample all unbanded individuals of both subspecies at this location during June 2016.
The hard work of volunteers and staff working on the program is being rewarded. Many thanks to all
involved.
Bruce

Your donations are very important to us and we would like to thank and acknowledge the following for
their recent donations. Here is the donations list - it is very long!
Margaret Ross, Christine Head, N & D Gross, Oxley College, G & M Edwards, Sue Bendel, R & K Case,
R Young, Gillian Rayner, Anne Taylor, Neville Millar, D & S Everitt, A & B Hubschmann, P Bellis,
Dorothy Scott, V Williams, Margaret Cantwell, Philip Johnston, David & Shirley Williams, Jake McKenzie,
F & B Faram, D Child, C Barraclough, M & N Stewart, Irene Pearey, Ian Price, Women of Interest,
Annette Hanigan, Christine Duncan, N Marriott, Aust. Plant Society (Wilson Park), Dawn Neylan,
AJ Pickett, Jennie Epstein
We received two payments over the last few months from 'Ritchies Loyalty Program' – thank you to those
who allocate their 'points' to FOHH.
Don’t forget: if you shop at IGA, you can nominate the Friends group on your community benefits card
and 0.5% of your shopping dollars will be directed to us.
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Back in February I told you about the 50 fabulous people who made up the supplementary feeding
program team. In true Australian style, we shorten this to 'the feeders'. After settling in, working out who's
who and who does what in the supplementary feeding program, it was time for some foot work. As I write
this in May, it's exciting to see what a difference a couple of months can make.
Whilst a willing, patient and valued army of feeders helped with the task of banding the sixty-six 2015-16
fledglings in Feb-early April, planning was underway for where the greatest benefits could be gained in the
feeding roster.
50 feeders, brilliant as this was, was actually a decrease from a group of 75 feeders when a new release
site was established in late 2013 (a number that comfortably maintained the feeding roster). We were
asking a lot of our feeders, particularly as additional feeding sites came onboard in 2014 and 2015.
The Threatened Bird Network (TBN) assisted with a recruitment drive on 22 March. One of the lecturers at
Deakin Uni and the Australian Aviculturalist Magazine picked up the ad and re-posted it to their
students/members. From that, I have had 61 new enquiries to date. Of these enquiries, 42 new feeders
have joined, or will join, the feeding program. With 6 'old' feeders also having returned, and having only
lost 2 feeders along the way, we have almost doubled the feeding group. Our new feeders are all at
different stages of doing a 3 session induction program, before being placed into the ongoing roster. By
August (breeding season) they will all be in their own rostered slot helping monitor the 2016-17 breeding
season progress (at least that's the plan!).
There is a really good mix of ages and experience in the new group, and if the first people to start are any
indication, they are all enthusiastic, interested and keen to help. Do we really need all those new feeders
though?
Yes! What it will allow is:



to be able to pair most feeders, on most days throughout the year
to split our longest feed session (taking 6 hours to feed 2 sites) into two separate feeds,
decreasing the time we ask of all feeders from 6 to 4 hours
 our new feeders will mostly make up a new team (Green site team). They will do some feeding,
whilst also monitoring an adjacent area with a wild HeHo population (areas birds aren't fed).
These birds are critical to the genetic management work undertaken across the whole HeHo
population, including the captive program
 to free up some experienced feeders to establish monthly surveys in areas of the reserve we only
get to once or twice a year, without asking any more time of them than we do now. Monthly
surveys will be done in the same week of the month so we can determine better what the
population is doing across the reserve at any given time
 and arguably more importantly, increased community ownership and the strength that comes
with sharing wonderful experiences and sharing the work load.
Surprisingly perhaps, we will still have some roster gaps. Our biggest need is people who have AWD/4WD
vehicles. The tracks aren't rough, but 2WD vehicles can't access one of our five sites and just 2 of our 48
new feeders have an AWD/4WD. If you would like to join the feeder’s team, please don't hesitate to ask for
more details on hehofeeder@gmail.com
PS. Am I allowed to say that if it was all about the birds it would be boring? Maybe not, but the bush is a
joy to be in!
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Warburton Rail Trail, Wesburn

Sunday 5th June

More details via: www.yarrarangeslandcare.org.au

23 May 2016
Planting season is now in full swing. Those who have visited the Depot Shed at Shield
Rd recently may have noticed the deer exclusion fencing installed around the low-lying
swampy area to the north of the shed. This fence encloses an area of approximately
2ha and was completed at the end of March. Supply and delivery of the fence was
provided by Parks Victoria in order to complement our plantings conducted on site for the Commonwealth
20 Million Trees program. I was most grateful for PV funding of the fence as it allowed budget allocated to
tree guards to be reallocated to additional plants for the site - a great result to deliver above our planting
target.
The Depot Swamp site has been targeted for the re-establishment of a sedge-rich Eucalyptus
camphora swamp community, critical habitat of the Helmeted Honeyeater. Favourable on-site
environmental conditions for the successful establishment of Euc camphora include periods of seasonal
inundation of varying degrees across the site, deep fertile soils and a sheltered aspect. Trial plantings of
Euc camphora conducted 12 months ago have established well on site. Most importantly, the Depot
Swamp site will bring ‘on line’ a large block of foraging and nesting habitat in close proximity to the
reintroduced Woori Yallock creek Heho colonies. It is hoped this will ultimately increase carrying capacity
on the Woori Yallock creek corridor.
Planting has progressed quickly at the site, commencing at the beginning of April. The early start ensured
we could target areas that will be subject to Winter/Spring inundation, allowing plants time to set down
roots and adapt to increasing soil wetness. At the time of writing, 6 planting groups totalling 128
participants have planted 4,905 tube stock. A further 7 planting groups are booked through to the 3rd
week of June. If you have an interested School or Community group, I have a number of dates available in
July. All planting days are coupled with an educational presentation on Helmeted Honeyeater
conservation. Ease of site access to the Depot Shed and the presence of shelter, toilets and a kitchen have
made this year’s planting days particularly cushy, so get in quick before we’re back out devoid of shelter in
a paddock next year!
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Convoy of Conservation this morning! 61 people,
1.5hrs planting - 1,955 plants in the ground. Great
effort! The swamp forest planted is part of a wider
revegetation project funded through the
Commonwealth Government 20 Million Trees
Programme (part of the National Landcare Program)

Thank you LaTrobe University Bendigo, 1200 plants in
the ground today. Replanting the endangered sedgerich Eucalyptus camphora swamp community as part
of our 20 Million Trees grant funded works.

Images: James Frazer
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Autumn is a great time of the year for us, with the heat of Summer gone our “task” is
seed collecting, a real pleasure.
On the 13th of March the water levels in Woori Yallock Creek were still low, so I went in
after some junk in one of the deep holes. Unfortunately it turned out to be a substantial
part of an old car and a little beyond me. Continuing the general rubbish collection down the east bank and
into the little billabong where no one ever goes I came across some freshly weeded Nightshade. We are
not alone! Victorian Smooth Froglets were calling and a Rufous Fantail was in dense shrubs, flicking its tail
this way and that. I guess it’ll be heading north soon.
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Soon it was time to head to the nursery and join the others and go seed collecting on Macclesfield Creek.
Here we collected Soft Twig-rush. We found lots of Fen Sedge growing but no seed. The birds were very
active; Grey Fantail, Grey Currawong and Golden Whistler among them. After lunch, we headed out to
Cockatoo Creek where we came to a marvellous spot with Blue-winged Parrots, heaps of Tree Martins, a
group of five Dusky Woodswallows flying and huddling in the hot afternoon sun, Helmeted Honeyeater,
and Eastern Shrike-tit. Further on we spent some time collecting Sweet Bursaria, a fiddly job, where we
had the company of Swordgrass Brown Butterflies wafting around as well as the birds.
The 10th of April was a humid morning with low cloud. The Victorian Smooth Froglets were loving it, all
calling as I arrived at Parslows Bridge, where I was removing some old tree guards from a planting site. The
next job was collecting seed from a Swamp Gum that had fallen down. We got quite a bit but there was a
lot more that was too green and some that had only just finished flowering. On the way back we returned
to Parslows and pulled an old TV out of the bush that I had found that morning. We also collected a small
bag of Muttonwood, an interesting plant that seems to be spreading upstream.
After lunch, we headed out to an old track that runs beside the Reserve. In the lower, wet sections we
collected Scented Paperbark, Woolly Tea-tree, Manuka and Forest Hound’s Tongue. We heard a peculiar
whistle call along the track and into the Reserve. We couldn’t see it but later, the bird song CD proved it to
be the elusive Beautiful Firetail. Also present were Red-browed Finch, Golden Whistler, White-throated
Treecreeper and others. Moving up the slope, we collected Scentbark, Silver Banksia and Bushy
Needlewood. We also found two old moss-covered suitcases which we dragged out of the bush along with
some other rubbish! A lovely quiet sunny afternoon. We saw three Fallow Deer racing away across farm
land, some kind of Antechinus which ducked away before it could be identified and a Grass Skink just
outside the Reserve. Back at the nursery, I was sorting out some rubbish when a Garden Skink popped out
of a cardboard box. Two little skinks in one day.
The 15th of May began with the usual rubbish collection at Parslows Bridge. On the way to the nursery at
10.00am, a Sambar (deer) ran across Macclesfield Road to safety between an on-coming car and mine.
Today we were collecting Hakeas so we headed out to one of our sites. Here we found Bushy Needlewood.
As usual, the Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos had been feeding on the upper sections so we concentrated on
the lower. On the lowest branches, covered in moss, we found some of the large, woody fruit which had
partially split, allowing the winged seed inside to germinate on the branch! We made a special effort with
these to plant them a short distance from the parent plant. We also collected Small Grass Tree and Silver
Banksia. Dagger, Furze and Yellow Hakea also occurred at this site but didn’t have much seed on.
We drove on to the next site where we had lunch, admiring the male and female Scarlet Robin along the
fence line and puzzling over some odd calls which eventually proved
●
●
●
to be a Grey Shrike-thrush. Again, we collected Bushy Needlewood,
a small amount from a fair number of individuals, which all added
up. Likewise for Dagger Hakea, a difficult shrub to collect from. Half
way down the hill we got a small quantity of Yellow Hakea and
Sunday 12th of June
nearby, lots of Silver Banksia. The pollination of this seems to be
Sunday 10th of July
very patchy, near the top of the hill there were lots of flower heads
Sunday 14th of August
but no seed. Back at the top of the hill, we used the long loppers to
Sunday 11th of September
collect some Broad-leafed Peppermint. Although not uncommon,
it’s one we don’t seem to collect very often, so this was a nice find.
All start at 10.00 am
The final site for the afternoon was inside the Reserve at
at the Nursery
Macclesfield Creek Bushland, where we hoped to collect Yellow
●
●
●
Hakea. Unfortunately it was in very poor condition, with few seeds
but it did have some flowers for next year.
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100% of proceeds go to our on-ground projects to save this special species
Cost

No. required

Sub-total

Mugs
Ceramic mug with Helmeted Honeyeater

Pick-up only

$10

'Hilton hunts for a home' picture book
'Luna the leadbeater's possum"

Special offer
Hard cover

$10 ***
$5
$30 ***

'Luna the leadbeater's possum"

Soft cover

$15 ***

Books
'Yellingbo - a special place'

Cards Available are the photos of birds taken by
members and we still have a limited number of
the plant paintings.

All with pale yellow
background

Clothing

Sizes available

Polo fleece beanies:
 Blue with Pink Heath (epacris impresso)
 Green with Helmeted Honeyeater

Size fits all

Polo shirt- smart slate blue, ladies / CHILD size
Polo Shirt - smart slate blue, mens
Polar fleece Vest - Blue
Polar fleece Jacket – Green. Keep warm this
winter in our cosy, comfortable fleece jackets
with the HeHo bird emblem.

10, 12, 14 ,16
l, xl, xxl, xxxl
xl
m & l only

Canvas hat - Bone HH emblem, brim 20 cms
Canvas hat - Green - HH emblem, brim 20 cms
Bone bucket hat
CAPS, bone brushed cotton dark green, suede
brim (like the original ones)

59, 61
57,
Size fits all

$10
$10

Total
20% postage & handling ***see below to
contact HeHo first to get a price for heavier orders

TOTAL TO PAY

1.

$2 each
or 6 for
$10

$20
$25
$30
$45 ***

$10
$10
$8
$10

........................................................................
........................................................................
..................................................................................

2.

3.

4.

5.

What beautiful pictures of our State
emblem
Images 1 2 3 5 taken by Kim
Wormald
Image 4

taken by Shellie Drysdale

Payment options
1. By post. Please mail this form and your payment to:

***Postage cost inquiry required: 5964 8341

Att: Merchandise officer Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater PO Box 131, Woori Yallock, VIC 3139
2. Online banking. Please email or post this completed order form when paying through online banking
E: heho1@optusnet.com.au
Account name: Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc Running account
Bank: Bendigo Bank, Woori Yallock. BSB: 633 000 Account number: 138839170
Reference field: Please write ‘Merchandise order’ AND your full name so we can identify the payee
and send your order without delay.
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Correa reflexa var. lobatus
Powelltown Correa
One of the many species of plants grown
at the nursery for the John’s Hill
Landcare group.
This pretty plant grows to around 2m and
can be found growing in moist sheltered
forest in semi-shade at Emerald and
Avonsleigh

Spyridium parvifolium
Australian Dusty Miller
This dense spreading to upright shrub
with lovely silvery floral leaves and tiny,
white flowers is another species grown

●

●

●

Copyright
All illustrations and images are copyright and must not be used in any form or by any means be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted without prior written approval.

●
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